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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FLIP OPERATOR i

H. A.SEID2

ABSTRACT.   The flip operator F onLp([0, l]), defined by   F(f)(t) =

/(l — t), for f in L   ([0, l]) is characterized up to isometric transforma-

tion by means of its induced cr-isomorphism on the Borel sets of [O, l].

Introduction.  The bounded operator F on L ([0, l]) defined by F{f){t) =

/(l - t), for / in L  ([0, l]), is called the flip operator.   It is a surjective

isometry and F   = /, the identity operator.   There is a certain ff-isomorphism

on the Borel sets of  [0, l] which is induced by F.   It is our purpose to show

that these properties characterize F up to isometric transformation.

1. Preliminaries. We shall assume from the outset that all measure

spaces are a-finite and nonatomic.

Let  {X, 2, ¡i) be a measure space and let  N   be \o £ ^.\¡i{a) = O!.   We

say that two elements a and r in S are equal almost everywhere if crAr is

in N .   This is an equivalence relation on 2 and we denote the equivalence

class of a £ 1. by [ct].   The collection of all such classes is denoted by 2 .

We define all the usual set operations on S   in terms of these operations on

representatives in S as in [3, Chapter 14, §2].

Definition 1.1.  Let  {X, 1, p) and (V, <5, v) be measure spaces.   A map

T: S —> $   is a a-isomorphism if:

(i) I"1 is a bijection;

(ii) T(W\ [r]) = r(H)\r([r]) for [a] and [r] in 1" ;

(iii) if {[a.]}  is a sequence in 1', then TiU^i K]) = U^l^M'

Definition 1.2.  Let / £ Lp{X, 1, ¡jl).   Then \x: \f{x)\ > 0! is called the

support of f (written supp(/)).

Remark 1.1.  It has been shown that if /: L  (X, 2, p) —> LAY, 5>, i^),
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is a surjective isometry, where 1 < p < oo and p ?= 2, then / induces a map

T: 2  —>€>   in the following manner.   Let er e S and suppose / e L (X, 2, /x)

is such that  supp(/) = aa.e. ¿t.   We set TiM) = [supp(/(/))].   Then F is

well defined and a oisomorphism (see [2] and [A, Theorem 1.2]).   We say

that / induces V.

Let X and Y be topological spaces with Borel sets  $(X) and $(V)

respectively.   Let /x and v be   ofinite   measures   on   %{X)  and   S(V)

respectively.

Definition 1.3. A bijective map 6: x\xQ —> A V0, where p{XQ) =

v{Y„)= 0, is a Borel equivalence if:

(i) Ö and 0~    are measurable;

(ii) if a £ %{X)\ v . v    then /¿(a) = 0 if and only if v{6{a)) = 0.

Remark 1.2.  Clearly every Borel equivalence 9 induces a cr-isomorphism

•©: $'(X) -» $'(y) via 0([a]) = [0(cr)] for ct e $(X).

If X and y are complete separable metric spaces, and if V: iB'(X) —•

íB'(y) is a a-isomorphism, then T is induced by a Borel equivalence y (see,

e.g., [3, Corollary 12, p. 272]).

In the sequel, we shall denote   L  (X, 2, ¿i) by L  (¡i), 1 < p < oo, and by

identifying sets in S equal almost everywhere, we write  a £ S to represent

[a] in 2'.   The usual Borel measure space  ([0, l], fB([0, l]), A) will be

abbreviated by LO, 1J.

2. Properties of the flip operator.

Definition 2.1.  A function /defined and measurable on [0, l] is sym-

metric with respect to lA a.e. if f{t) = /(l - t) for almost all t £ [0, l].

A set  ß C [0, l] is symmetric with respect to lA a.e. if t £ ß if and

only if (1 - 0 £ ß for almost all t £ [0, l].   (It follows that if ß is sym-

metric with respect to A a.e., then  [0, l]\/3  is also symmetric with respect

to XA a.e.)

Theorem 2.1.  The operator F is the only operator T on L  ([0, l]) with

the properties:

(i) T is a surjective isometry that canonically induces a a-isomorphism

T 072 S'([0,1]);

(ii) T{\{ß)) = x(/3) if and only if y{ß) is a characteristic function

symmetric with respect to XA a.e.

Proof.  Clearly F has properties (i) and (ii).

Suppose that an operator T satisfies (i) and (ii).   Then there exist /30
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and ßt in S([0, l]), with MßQ)= a(|8j) = 0 and a Borel equivalence

6: [0, l]\ß0 — [0, l]\/3j   such that for / £  Lp{[0, 1]), it follows that

T(/)(0 = q{t)f{6{t)) a.e., where  q{t) £ Lp{[0, l]) (see [A, Remark 2.2 and

Theorem 1.5]). Thus since T(x([0, l])) = x(t0, Ü), we see that T{f) = f ° d

a.e., and an elementary argument shows that T{k) = k whenever F{k) - k, for

k £ Lp{[0, 1]).

Consider the symmetric function defined by

fit) -I, t £ [0, Al

= 1- t,        t £ [A, 1].

Then  T{f){t)= f{t)= {f°6){t)a.e. on [0, l\\ßQ.   It follows that  d{t) = t or

0(0= 1 - t for almost all ; £ [0, l]\/30-

Let y = Í7 e [0, 1]\/3O|0(O = ¿S.   If Hy) > 0, then we have  T{y{y)) =

X(y) since 6 is injective.   Thus y is symmetric with respect to A a.e.   Let

5 = y D [0, A].   It follows that T{y{8)) = x(^)-   Thus we conclude that

A(S)= 0.   This is a contradiction.   Thus  0(0 = 1 - t a.e. on [0, l]\/8Q.

Hence for any  k £ L  ([0,  l]), we see that  T{k){t)= k{l - t) = F{k){t)a.e.

The flip operator F on L ([0, l]) induces a a-isomorphism A: 53'([0, l])

—»S'([0, l]) induced by the Borel equivalence 0: [O, l] —> [0, l] defined by

</j(0 = 1 - t.   We observe that A has the property that A([0, A]) = [A, l].

Remark 2.1.  If 1^: S'([0, l]) -» S'([0, l]) is the identity a-isomor-

phism, then it is induced solely by t, the identity Borel equivalence.   For

consider the identity operator / on L  {[0, l]).   Suppose there exists 6, a

Borel equivalence, such that 6 induces T¡.   Then for any / £ L  ([0, l]), we

have  (/ o 6){t) = I{f){t) = f{t) a.e.   In particular, choose /(f) = t.   Then we

see that 0(0= ¿ a.e., i.e., 0= t a.e.   As a consequence, if  (X, $(X), /it) and

(y, S(y), lO are two Borel measure spaces with X and Y complete separable

metric spaces, then any a-isomorphism T: $'(X) —* iB'(y) is induced by a

unique Borel equivalence.

Definition 2.2.  A bounded operator R on L  (p) is isometrically equiva-

lent to a bounded operator S on L  (v) if there exists a surjective isometry

/: Lp{¡i) - Lp{v) such that R = J'lSJ.

Lemma 2.1.   Let  (X, S(X), /¿) èe a Borel nonatomic measure space,

where X is a complete separable metric space.   A bounded operator T on

^„(mX  P ^ 2, is isometrically equivalent to F on L  ([0, l]) if and only if:

(i) T is a surjective isometry such that T   = /;

(ii) there exists ß £ $(X) such that T{ß) = X\ß where T is the o-

isomorphism induced by T.
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Proof.   If T is isometrically equivalent to F, then clearly (i) and (ii)

hold.    So  suppose  T is such that (i) and (ii) hold.   The measure space

{ß, íB(X)|ñ    i    ) is a separable nonatomic measure space Borel equivalent

to ([0, A], $([0, A]), A|[0)I/2]) (see, e.g., [1, Theorem C, p. 173] and [3,

Corollary 12, p. 272]).   So there exists 8Q £ $([0, A]), such that \A\ C 8Q

and A(50)= p{ß0)= 0, and a Borel equivalence r: [O, AÍ\8Q -* ß\ßQ.   We

extend r to a Borel equivalence  F: [0, l]\S. —» X\ß., where   8     £

S([0, 1]), /3j e S(X), and A(öj) = ß{ßr)= 0, in the following manner.   The

a-isomorphism V induced by T is also induced by a Borel equivalence

0: X\ß2 — x\/33 where p{ß2)= p{ß^)= 0.   Let ßA = ß2 U ö-1(jS2).   Then

d\y .a    is a Borel equivalence and the composition 6 ° (ö|x .  o )'• X\ßA —*

X is a well-defined measurable map which induces the identity a-isomor-

phism T. on X> (X) since T   = I.   However V. is also induced by t, the

identity Borel equivalence on X.   Thus there exists  ß    £ ÍB(X) such that

/?5 'D ßA, p(ßj = 0, and  62 = 1 on x\/3...

Let 52 be \t £ {A, 1]|(1 -t)£80U r~l{ß  )}.   We see that A(S2) = 0

since X(S2)=F(x(S0Ur-I(/35))).

Let r3.beSj.UO-.   Then if 0: [O, l] —» [O, l] is the mapping defined

by 0(0= 1 - i, we define

F(i) = 7(/), fe'lo,H]\81,

= <9o7o0(i),       te[A,l]\8v

Since r([0, %]\o.) = ß a.e. fi and since 9 induces T, we see by (ii) that

r~{{A, .l]\Sj) = X\/3 a.e. /n .   Also F is a Borel equivalence as a consequence

of the fact that r, 0, and 0 are Borel equivalences.

We observe that if / is in [O, M]\S, , then there exists  x   £ ß such that

K0 = xr
Let ö3 be Sj U r_1(/3  )u {i|(l -/) € oj.   Then we have A(S   ) = 0.

We conclude that 0(0 = F-1 o 0 o F(0 for í e [O, l]\<53.   For if  t £ [O, M]\ö   ,

it follows that
■

7" J o e o 7(í) = F- ! o 0 o r(r) = 7_ x o 0(x )
í

^-i„-(.

- 1 _ ¿1 ~sit\ _ r-1 -. â „ tí „ » - JJÀ _ T- 1 „

- O t{ 1  -  /) =   1  -  í

If / is in {A, l]\S   , then we have

7~ : o 0 o 7(í) = 7_1o(9oöoro 0(¿) = 7~ x o 7 o 0(¿)

= 7"1or(l-.) = 7"1o7(l-l) = l-I
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We see that 0 induces the same a-isomorphism A on $'([0, l]) as is

induced by F.   Let 3: S  ([0, l]) —» A' {X) be the a-isomorphism induced by

7.   Then there exists a surjective isometry  /_ : L  {[0, l]) —* L  (¡jl) such

that TJ- = ]~R for some bounded operator R on L ([0,1]).   It follows that

R is a surjective isometry inducing A.   For suppose / is in L ([0, l]) and

supp(/) = 8 £ %{[0, 1]).   Then we have

supp (/" ' Tjjf)) = 7" 1 o 0 o T{8) = 0(5) = A(§)    a.e.  A.

Thus there exists   h £ L-   ([0, l]), where   \h\ = 1 a.e. A, such that  R = M.F,

where  Mh on L  ([0, l]) is the operator defined by  Mh{f)= h • f (see, e.g.,

[A, Theorem 1.5]).   By (i) we see that  R    = M.F M  F = / and it follows that

h{t)h{l -0=1 a.e. A.

Define   k £ Lj{Q, l]) by

k{t) =1, t £ [0, A],

= h{l-t),       t£{A,ll

Then the operator M   on L  {[0, l]), defined by M Af) = k • f, is a surjective

\, = M,R.   We conclude that FM, JZ

1  ,        Uli      *-J        \

isometry since   \k\ = 1 a.e., and  FM, = MR.   We conclude that  FM J-

Theorem 2.2.   Let  (X, H, fi) be a separable nonatomic measure space.

A bounded operator T on L  {p), p 4 2, is isometrically equivalent to F on

L ([0, 1]) if and only if:
" t 2

(i) T is a surjective isometry such that T   = I;

(ii) there exists  fffl such that T(a) = X\a, where V is the a-isomor-

phism induced by T.

Proof.   It is clear that if T is isometrically equivalent to F, then (i)

and (ii) hold.

So conversely, assume (i) and (ii) hold.   Since  (X, 2, /i) is separable

and nonatomic, there exists a a-isomorphism $: £'—' 33'([0, l]).   Thus there

exists a surjective isometry  /: L  (p) —* L ([0, l]) and JT = RJ for some

bounded operator R on L   ([0, l]).   Clearly R satisfies (i) and  (ii) with

respect to the a-isomorphism it induces.   Since   [0, l] is a complete separ-

able metric space, it follows that R is isometrically equivalent to F.   Thus

T is isometrically equivalent to F.

Remark 2.2.   If  p = 2  then conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.2 are

clearly sufficient.   However condition (ii) is not necessary since  it is

possible to find a space   LAX, 'S., ¡i), a multiplication operator  M. on LAp),
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defined for  g £ L2{ß)by M.(g)= / • g,  and   an   isometry    U: L2{p) —*

L2([0, 1]) such that M   = UFU'1.   The operator  M, induces the identity a-

isomorphism on S.
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